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2ndC Compliance Suite
Many companies dread the coming General Data Protection Regulation
(GDPR). One concern is caused by user-sensitive data stored in complicated
and opaque IT-systems. Another, that employees, experiencing inefficient IT often resolves to Dark IT to get their problems solved: They simply find their own
apps or systems without consulting the IT department, thus making it very
difficult for the IT professionals to secure data and prevent malicious attacks.
These risks pose a serious threat towards company effectiveness, governance
and compliance, especially with regards to the coming GDPR.
2ndC Compliance Suite gives you real time identity management from a Single
Point of Access through an easily recognizable CRM interface, which offers
a full view of your systems, access and procedures. You gain full control of
your personal data from onboarding to offboarding and with a data log, you
become able to be compliant with the requirements of the GDPR. Compliance
and convenience are also facilitated through the intuitive dashboards, offering
a full view of access pending approvals and call-to-actions on sensitive tasks.
This user self-service means that the IT department is freed from the routine
day-to-day tasks thereby avoiding becoming a bottleneck for company agility.
2ndC Compliance Suite automates the assignment of roles to a user thus making it possible to maintain and remove these with minimal personal action.
The automation means that one correction or alteration to a role automatically applies throughout all relevant systems. With real time identity management, the user is able to gain instant access to all relevant data and systems
when assigned, and the users access is just as easily removed when necessary.
A full log of all user system changes is available in a variety of formats, and
makes it easy to track who has access to what and when, in the case of compliance risks, hacker intrusion or audits.

Implementation
Basis 5 weeks
Contact for price
Each Add On 4 weeks
Contact for price

System demands
Microsoft Azure
Microsoft Office 365
Microsoft Dynamics 365
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2ndC Compliance Suite is built on standard Microsoft technology – Azure and
Dynamics CRM Online. This gives the platform infinite scale, and guarantees
you an evergreen platform. Furthermore, you won’t need dedicated platform
specialists to update and maintain your 2ndC Compliance Suite. Your existing
Microsoft consultants can easily handle the tasks, with minimum introduction.
You can even say goodbye to long and complex implementations as well. From
the moment, you decide on 2ndC Compliance Suite, it doesn’t take more than
five weeks to get the standard implementation: A role engine, standard workflows and connectors towards AD and Azure AD.
When the standard implementation is up and running, you can customize the
platform to your company’s specific needs. We help you with 4 pre-defined
add-on workshops, suited workflows, additional connectors, suited dashboards and data integration. Each add-on has an implementation span
of four weeks and readies your company to take the next step towards
a more compliant, transparent and efficient IT system.
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